Peak: How Great Companies Get Their Mojo From Maslow
After a long climb to the pinnacle of the hospitality industry, Chip Conley - CEO and founder of Joie de Vivre Hospitality - was rocked to his foundation by a dramatic economic downturn. His company was suddenly undercapitalized and overexposed in the post-dot.com, post 9/11 economy. This desperate situation made Conley reaffirm his belief in psychologist Abraham Maslow's iconic concept of the Hierarchy of Needs and rely on Maslow's theory of human motivation to help his business flourish once more. In Peak, Conley explores how Joie de Vivre - the second largest boutique hotelier in the world - overcame the storm that hit the travel industry by applying translations of Maslow's ideas to his company's winning business practices. Part memoir, part theory, and always practical, accessible, and engaging, Peak offers a behind-the-scenes look at Joe de Vivre's remarkable transformation. Throughout this audiobook, Conley provides real-world examples from other companies including Google, Whole Foods Market, Harley-Davidson, and Southwest Airlines, and shows how anyone can bring similar changes to their own work and personal lives. Peak reveals the miracle of human potential and shows what can happen when employees live up to their full potential, customers are completely transformed by the experience they receive, and investors are fulfilled by leveraging the potential of their capital.
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Customer Reviews

Chip Conley has a bold vision - he wants to use his company as an instrument to make the world a
better place. Rarely have I heard a businessman state his vision so boldly and this alone deserves a
cheer. Joie de Vivre - a lot of persons will learn to pronounce this soon! - is a boutique hotel chain
and each property is unique. I have stayed at two and I can testify that the service is outstanding. If
ever you find yourself in San Francisco stay at the Miyako in the heart of Japantown. The faux
ricepaper screens and artwork will make you feel as if you are in Japan and the deep granite soak
tub and private sauna in the suite will round out the feeling. Chip draws heavily from the work of
Abraham Maslow in running his business. Maslow, as any MBA will tell you, is the guy who came up
with the notion of the "hierarchy of needs" which postulates that all humans have basic needs for
things like food and shelter and, as these are satisfied, higher order needs like belonging and
esteem open up. At the top is "self-actualization" which is a need to realize one’s full potential. What
I did not know till I read this book is that Maslow had spent a lot of time pondering the implications of
his theory for business and had actually recorded his thoughts in books many of which are now out
of print. I will now scour the Internet for these. Chip’s genius is that he came up with an organized
and disciplined method of applying these principles to his operations. The book is basically divided
into three parts - one dealing with employees, one with customers and the final one with investors.
For each of these, he offers tips on how to meet their lower order needs and then lead the way to
them fulfilling their higher order needs and seeing that they are doing so.

PEAK is one of my all time favorite business books. I will never be able to do it justice in this short
review. PEAK is definitely a "must read" for every executive, CEO and business owner for whom
"being ordinary is not an option." Over the past 22 years, I have worked with many successful
companies and leaders. Yet from the first pages of reading this book, I knew that Joie De Vivre
(JDV) and Chip Conley (the CEO and author) are a rare breed in today’s business world, integrating
money with meaning, doing with becoming, success with significance. Here are my reasons why I
love this book. In my experience, there are few companies that go beyond meeting the basic needs
of their employees, customers and investors. Only a handful of companies committed to honoring
the full hierarchy of employee, customer and investor needs as the foundation to their own
profitability, success and legacy. JDV and Chip Conley clearly walk their talk in that regard and are
amongst that small minority. PEAK is multi-fasceted. I felt like I was reading 3 books in one -- a
personal narrative/story, a "teaching" manual and a "how to" roadmap -- packed with wisdom,
inspiration, provocative ideas and action steps. The book grabbed my attention right away as the
author shared his "hero’s journey." A story about how JDV, a fast rising star in the ‘90’s, plummeted
into a downward spiral with the dotcom industry crash and then hit with an additional catastrophic
jolt with 9/11. Tough times like these test a true leader's courage, tenacity, values and substance ... and his/her willingness to heed "the call" to embark on the hero's journey. As the saying goes, "when the student is ready, the teacher appears.
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